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THE DREW-IDS CODE OF HONOR
If you’re lucky enough to be inducted into The Drew-Ids, you must swear on
the life of Tatum Ryan (or any hot actor of your choice) that you will abide
by the following rules:
There is no such thing as The Drew-Ids. Just in case anyone asks. In other
words, don’t spy and tell.
That said, a member of The Drew-Ids is a girl who has a detective gene just
bursting to come out. She has the ability to keeping digging until a case is
solved or there is no need to sleuth any longer.
That much more said, you will not use your Drew-Ids skills to spy on a boy
you like. You can, however, be hired for $1 by a friend or fellow D-ID
member to snoop for her. It just takes the romance out of everything if you
“look into things” for yourself.
Drew-Ids respect the ways of great girl detectives of the past including
Nancy Drew, Trixie Belden, Kay Scarpetta, and the grandma of all snoops,
Angela Lansbury. (Face it, you enjoyed watching some of those Murder,

She Wrote episodes with your grandmother or by yourself. Shhhh.).
You will never do anything entirely illegal in the name of detective work,
but there is no exact definition of “entirely.”
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You will never choose any activity with a guy over what needs to be done
for the good of society. Also, inevitable romantic heartbreak is no excuse
for ignoring your Drew-Id duties.
You will keep no documentation of your cases. The written word is tricky,
and parents have a way of doing their own snooping when you’re not home.
So be smart, keep facts in your head, and in rare cases of paper trails,
shred, shred, shred.
You must never forget about your Drew-Id Sisters even if you’re thousands
of miles away from them. They’re only a call away for a quick consultation.
During an official Drew-Id cases, you never leave until the entire group
leaves together. This is important. Nobody gets ditched for any reason.
In the end, you’re working to save the world, one case at a time. Now, get
out there. Stay alive. Keep your nose out of nothing.
And remember the number one rule: If you don't stand for something
you're going to fall for everything.
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INTRODUCTION

NEW JERSEY

Famous Girl Detective Quote: “Very few of us are what we
seem.”
– Agatha Christie

So, this is what it’s like to be condemned. Here I am, Jessica Malone,

nice to meet you, sentenced to my mother’s version of an industrial
strength great idea.
She is usually full of them.
Here I am, sitting on this hard wooden bench in the Arlington county
courthouse with cold shivers running up my spine. Quick question: If you
sit absolutely still, is it technically possible to go completely unnoticed and
just dissolve into space – especially if you don’t move a molecule? You
know. Move it or lose it.
Just wondering.
I’m 16, and will be 17 this April 20. No biggie, but it does make me an
Aries, and each day I take my fire sign self and act out the complicated role
of being a junior at Kennedy High School in Spring Heights, New Jersey. It
also makes me legally too young to do certain major life things like sign a
lease for an apartment, get a passport or move to a foreign country to
avoid my mother.
Oh, I’m also not allowed to defy court orders.
Insert a few choice cuss words here.
Right now, my mother is taking me to see a real judge to prove a
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point. It started a few months ago when I refused to show any freaking
respect to this big manila envelope delivered to our doorstep by the cutest
UPS guy in the history of boys who actually look good in putrid brown.
Touching fingertips with him was the only highlight because inside was a
bunch of legal mumbo jumbo that boiled down to one thing: I would be
spending the summer of my 17th year on this earth in HELL.
Mom tried to talk me into respecting the envelope, but I told her no
go. She begged me to read the court order tucked neatly inside. I said it was
like reading Chinese – and I’m taking Spanish this semester, thank you
very much. Or should I say gracias, mi madre?
She tried to scare me with words like jail or violation of the child
custody agreement. Since I do watch Law & Order and grew up on all the
great girl mystery novels, I knew where this was going, but I gave her that
blank look that murder suspects use on the police.
“You are being so….infuriating,” Mom huffed. It was never good
when she used that many syllables on me.
By the way, it’s not like I’m that defiant. I make my bed, get straight
B’s and show up at precisely 9:59 p.m. on summer nights because my
curfew is 10. I’m a law-abiding citizen…except when it comes to staying
with strange men for an entire summer season.
“He is not a strange man,” Mom huffed, in that gurgling type of voice
designed to show me she was having a physical reaction to my point of
view. Medically speaking, this was stress-induced strangulation from her
excess phlegm-ing over The Topic We Dare Not Speak of in Our Two
Bedroom Townhouse.
After clearing her throat so many times I thought we might have to
call 911, she said the four words I hate the most. These exact words were
the reason I was being sent to HELL.
“He. Is. Your. Father,” Mom grumbled until she was overcome with
phlegm, threw her hands up in the air and searched for an organic, nontoxic, non-tree killing tissue.
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It was ten weeks later and Mom announced she was “beside herself”
– whatever that meant – except it was all about the drama.
She decided a few weeks ago to get a judge involved because each
time she brought up the envelope I alternated these words: “Not in your
lifetime” with “Not in my lifetime,” or if I was being really creative, I would
race up to my bedroom and yell back downstairs, “Only a crazy person
thinks I’m getting on a plane on the first day of summer vacation to spend
the next eight weeks with a crazy man I don’t even know.”
The response? He. Is. Your. Father.

Infuriating!
“Was there ever a DNA test?” I inquired with a sweet smile before
Mom started gurgling again.
What can I do with her?
She. Is. My. Mother.
Since the words inside the envelope state that Mom might go to jail if
she doesn’t put my butt on a plane on June 1, she became “beside herself”
and made an appointment for both of us to visit an actual, walking, talking,
breathing Arlington County judge who would tell me “what’s what.”
“You won’t listen to me,” Mom gurgled. “You will HAVE to listen to a
judge.”
At first, I was like, “Whatever.”
But that was then. And I’m no Lohan, so I actually had to listen.
Since we know each other a little better now, I have a little
confession.
Shhhh. Don’t tell anyone, but I’m really scared.
This is real. It’s a cold March day and we’re waiting in the dank
hallway of the county courthouse where my stomach races because I’m not
exactly sure what a real walking, talking, breathing judge will do with a
girl like me.
Where is Judge Judy when you really need her?
**********
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On judgment day, spring is taking one step forward and one step
back. A lonesome train whistles in the distance, making this entire
morning seem even more like a movie-of-the-week that should have
starred a young Tori Spelling in her post-90210 re-establishing herself era.
I can’t allow my mind to wander to vintage TV stars now because the

clack-clack-clack of high heels trotting double time across the ancient,
black linoleum floor makes my heart lurch in a non-Tatum Ryan-justwalked-into-the-room kind of way.
“Your daughter’s case is next,” announces the old lady courthouse
clerk who previously plopped us – as in Mom and me -- in a dank, moldy
smelling courthouse hallway an hour ago.
She stops click-clacking for a second to look down at me in that
disgusted way only old ladies with cat eye glasses on strings can manage
when the fine scent of youth is in their presence.
The glasses decide to make a run for it and slide down Ms. Nosy’s
nose, but they don’t fall to the ground because of that industrial strength
string that snaps them back like a yo-yo.
“It’s been a busy day,” the clerk drones on. Wheezing loudly as if to
prove that cold and flu season is still with us and germs are everywhere,
she rattles on. “We had a DUI. A few kids were caught stealing at the local
Jewel grocery store. Spring fever and teenagers!” Ms. Nosy says, shooting
me another mortified glance.

So sorry for breathing.
“Don’t I know it,” Mom, otherwise known as Professor Elizabeth
Beatrice Malone, mouths. When she is truly upset, Mom mouths words
without sound, forcing me to read her lips. I think she saw this in an old
Bette Davis movie where the actress actually was mute. My Mom has a
speaking voice, so there is no real excuse.
I’ve tried to cool it all day, but I can’t stop a runaway eye roll. I’m not
sure what’s worse: Mom’s silent, but still speaking act or the tap dancing
clerk who repeats the word teenagers as if it was made up of four letters.
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Despite my mom’s stern mind-your-manners-missy look, I sneakreach for my cell, which is vibrating like it’s doing some spazzy new dance.
Glancing down, I can see that my BFF Kelly has sent me only 20 frantic
texts. It makes sense. When your BFF is at the city hall courthouse in
danger of doing “time” in a faraway Dad zone not of her choosing, non-stop,
nervous, ADD-texting is the least you can do.
When Mom looks away, I hit that magical right silver button and the
text is illuminated.
Kelly: No freakin’ way. Your mom went actually went through with

this insanity! Are you doing time yet? LOL. PS: You don’t look good in
stripes.
Me (typing with the phone hidden in the fold of my sweater – it’s a
skill): Here come ‘da judge. PS: Jail would be a vacation from my regular

life. Would I have to take our calculus final in the Big House?
“Jessica!” Mom mouths. Again, she’s soundless, but still makes my
name sound like a tragedy.
Me: TTYL. Death sentence. Coming.
Kelly: K. In the Big House, they serve bologna on white bread. Gross.
Me: You’re just hee-larious. Gotta go. It’s judgment time.
*****
I hear the merciless wind pounding outside the courthouse. Figures.
Winter is slapping us in the face again and hard. The old furnace kicks on
with a loud clank, but the promise of any heat is gone just as quickly when
it turns off with a thunderous thud before any warm air can drift down the
dingy hallway with its cream colored walls and framed photos of really old
dudes who look like they need to hear a good joke.
Outside, icicles launch fat drops of water onto the pavement below,
echoing through the thin windowpanes. Almost on cue, Mom reaches out
her hand and grabs mine. Her bony, ruddy fingers feel as frigid as those ice
spikes weeping outside the window.
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Suddenly, just like in the movies, a heavy oak door squeaks open in
an excruciating slow way like nails lingering on a chalkboard. Under the
brass nameplate of Judge Joanne Goslee, Ms Nosy Clerk pokes her head
out just past the door jam. I guess she has clacked enough for one day.
"Malone vs. Malone - the judge will see you now," she barks, not
looking at my mom or me although we’re still the only people sitting in the
hall.

Like, who the hell else is this all about?
"Right this way," the clerk snaps, still not making eye contact as
Mom grabs me by the flesh in my upper arm and pulls me into my
uncertain future.
******
Her Honor, the judge, has a ton of books. That’s what I notice first. I
guess being a judge gives you a lot of free time to read because this judge
has reading material piled up to the ceiling and crammed onto every inch
of the dark wooden shelves in her cave-like office.
For a second, I try to pretend that I’m in some ultra interesting
library instead of standing in a judge’s chambers. I shift from foot to foot as
I wait in front of the massive mahogany desk.
Judge Goslee doesn’t choose to acknowledge me.
She’s psyching me out. I know. But I won’t break.
Now, she’s thumbing through some important looking papers and I
totally get it. Everyone can – and will – wait until she’s darn ready. Finally,
Ms. Bossy peers at me (still standing there like a dork) over her stylishly
nerdy gold, wire-rimmed glasses. Then she looks down again.
It’s not call waiting in here. It’s life waiting.
Meanwhile, Judge Goslee flips through a file folder for what seems
like another eternity. Mom is still standing, too, and we shift nervously in
our designer wanna-be faux leather pumps, burning calories from a combo
workout of weight shifting and stress.
We are both wondering what went so completely and utterly wrong.
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How did we get here? Maybe she shouldn’t have agreed to some wacko
child custody agreement over a decade ago. Maybe I should have agreed to
pack a bag and head to Hell?
Nah.
I’m trying to read Mom’s mind and I hope she’s thinking, “Maybe
this wasn’t such a good idea. Let’s get out of here now. Let’s grab a burger
and ….”
"Please be seated," the judge suddenly orders, her voice annoyingly
calm and filling all the space in the small room. Mom nods and nudges me
toward a big, dark leather chair that would be pretty cool to watch You
Tube in, but somehow I don’t think I’m here to see a laughing penguin being
tickled by a Beagle.
I sit.
Slowly.
I want to prolong or stretch out the part between now and when the
judge says something about “my situation.” Most kids my age don’t have a
situation, but thanks to my wonderful parents, I have a Great Big
Situation.
“Young lady, this is serious,” Judge Goslee begins and her tone says
that Mom has already won. “Sit down. Now. I won’t ask you twice.”
I’m sure this is the voice she reserves for mass murderers or maybe
kids who cut school for higher educational pursuits like The Cuisine de
Food Court at the local mall. I sit. I can’t even sit any faster. My legs aren’t
working so well right now.
"Extremely serious," she repeats for emphasis, tapping a pencil
loudly on her desk.
Like, I didn’t exactly hear her the first time.
“I don’t blame your daughter. She’s just the victim here,” the judge
hisses, this time directing her mean-a-tude to Mom. For a second, I’m sort
of mad.
Mom has never done anything wrong. Ev-er.
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She’s the closest thing to law-abiding citizen on this plant. My mom
is a size-two, vegan scholar who seriously considers her worst “crime” to
be not recycling a plastic soymilk carton. The horror!
I can see my mother's fair Irish skin begin to turn bright red on her
neck. I watch as the patch of embarrassment inks up her cheeks until
quickly it looks like she just spent a 100-degree summer afternoon on a
lounge chair at the Jersey Shore.
In my entire life of 16 years, I had never seen anyone become
embarrassed so fast. Having become momentarily fascinated by my
mother's odd ruddy state actually makes me forget that she is technically
to blame for this mess.
"Your honor - may I speak, ma'am," Mom says, hesitantly while
waiting for the judge to acknowledge her small voice. "I really appreciate
you agreeing to see us on this matter. I know how busy you are and can't
thank you enough.”
Mom is rambling. Okay, so she’s nervous in front of law enforcement
types. Who isn’t?
Judge Goslee does the unthinkable and holds up her plump hand to
stop Mom’s verbal sideshow. "It's my job, Professor Baker or is it Professor
Malone?" asks Judge Goslee.
"It's Professor Baker Malone." Mom answers hesitantly -- as if she’s
not so sure.
"Very well," the judge sighs. "So, Miss Jessica is giving you a bit of
trouble. Do I understand that correctly?"
Like someone giving me up for execution, Mom nods. As in, yes. She
throws me right on the train tracks. Thanks, Mom.
"And she doesn't think the custody agreement between you and your
husband - I'm sorry ex-husband - John Malone should be enforced because
-- and let me make sure I say this exactly as she put it in her petition to the
court -- she is a ‘free and independent spirit who should not be forced to
submit to an agreement in which she had no say,’” Judge Goslee continues.
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At that point, the judge allows her glasses to slip-slide to the bottom
of her nose as if she can’t believe it either. She has no string and the
glasses actually fall off and land on her desk blotter with a tiny ping. They
bounce once and then there is the most awful silence.
"Did I get that right, Miss Malone," the judge finally says, looking me
dead in my baby blues. Oh, right, I’m the Miss Malone in question. I don’t
blink. I don’t even move my mop of long red curls or shift my 100-pound
bod with the scrawny, pale, freckled arms. Maybe it’s the free and
independent thinker in me – or maybe I’m just plain crazy here.
"Yes!” I finally answer – and boldly (plus loudly) to boot. Then I feel
mom nudging me with her elbow. "I mean, yes ma'am,” I add in a quiet tone.
"Your honor, my daughter is a very independent thinker and I
thought you could explain to her the odd nature of the child custody
agreement,” Mom blurts. “Yes, I did raise her to believe that teenagers
have rights. But, this is one time she has to abide by what her father and I
decided was in her best interests. Maybe with your words – as the final
word -- she would come to understand this is something ...”
Judge Goslee holds up her hand to halt Mom again. Clearly, she isn’t
into some long-winded history of why my super weird, split-up family, the
Malones of New Jersey and Nevada, agreed to some whacked out custody
agreement when I was only five years old.
“Let me explain, Judge,” Mom verbally marches on, nervously
twisting the hem of her sensibly boring navy blue cardigan from Target.
She does have a PhD from Yale in anthropology and knows that she can
talk her way out of anything, including past some nosy local judge who
might call into question her parenting skills.
“I was protecting my child’s life when we signed the agreement. She
was only a little girl. You don’t know the situation. She was in immediate
danger. She could have been killed. My ex-husband is…..”
“Ms. Baker-Malone. You’re an upstanding citizen of this community.
In fact, you’re a professor at Princeton. You’re an educated woman, so I’m
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sure you have tried to explain to your daughter that when you sign a child
custody agreement, you have to honor it – no matter what bizarre twists
are in it,” the judge lectures, suddenly standing up from behind her desk
like a human exclamation point.
Zeroing in, she pivots and I’m the new target.
“Disappear. Evaporate. Dust in the wind,” I pray
“Jessica, you were supposed to start spending entire summers with
your father at age 9. That was seven years ago,” Judge Goslee continues,
almost daring anyone to interrupt her. “But you took it upon yourself to
repeatedly defy a court order. Year after year, you decided that you would
be absent for these summers. On your own volition.”
Even a B student like me knows my own volition means that I blew
him off.
Intentionally.
Hey, I had my reasons.
I swallow because I’m basically a criminal who ignores court orders.
A teen felon. The bad kid. The Lohan.
“At 9, you had Girl Scout camp and your father understood. At age
10, your Aunt Mary needed you in Ohio. For the entire summer. To help
her horse give birth. How many babies did that horse have? Ten? Twelve?
Were these births staggered?” Judge Goslee continues to admonish.
“Just, uh, one colt born on a hot summer day,” I say. “We named him
Fred.”
Judge Goslee’s stare says that she isn’t a horse lover.
“At age 12, your pet snake Fluffy died and you were in mourning.
For 12 weeks. Again, your father understood these excuses and allowed
you to blow him off, as you might say, – and I could go on and on. But no
more! He has lost out on a lot of time with his only child.
“It’s reprehensible and time is running out. You’re almost of age!”
the judge spits out.
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There is no time to throw myself on the mercy of the court because
there is no mercy to be found here.
“Jessica Malone, I order you to spend this summer and every summer
from now until you are of age, which means 18, with your father, Detective
John Malone, in Green Valley, Nevada where you life certainly or should I
say hopefully won’t be in danger. Again, hopefully, you two can form some
sort of a real relationship and you won't see this as some sort of
punishment,” the Judge commands, her eyes locked on my face.
“But Judge, he’s not fit, plus he’s a total dor….” I begin to argue, only
to be halted by the judge's right hand shooting up. Again, with the hand.
“It’s over, young lady. Decided. Done.” the judge states. “Have your
mother buy you a plane ticket. You leave on June 1, the day after school is
over. You are very lucky to have a father who wants to spend time with
you. Not all girls have a supportive father who longs to get to know his only
child better.”
I feel an eye roll coming on, but I command my eyeball to stay where
it is.
“Don’t give me that face, young lady. If you choose to defy this court
order,” the Judge continues, “I will personally make sure that this will be
the worst summer of your entire life.”
It already is.
******
My father has basically been absent my entire life and this whole
get-to-know-Daddy plan seems like the biggest sham in the entire world.
Correction. It is the biggest BS I’ve ever heard.
Wishing I could evaporate from sight, I hold back the tears that are
forming fast and are threatening to turn into a gusher.
This is just what I need: a summer away from my friends with some
strange man I only know from his once a year visits when he'd fly on Guilty
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Airlines out to New Jersey. Oh, sure, we’d go through the exhausting ritual
of him handing me a wrapped box containing an American Girl doll because once when I was, like, five I asked for one and he just assumed all
these years later at age 7, 10, 12 and now 16 I was still interested in
gigantic, embarrassing, stupid dolls that accessorize.
Oh, and then he’d take me out for an awkward dinner where he'd ask
a million nosy questions about school and my friends and even boys. I
could tell by the look on dear old Daddy’s face that he wanted to be
anywhere but there. Anywhere, but with me. The constant watch checking
didn’t help nor did his eyes darting all over the place as if he was about to
nail a suspect.
“Really, you’re reading Little Women in English class,” Dad would
say. Then silence. It was just all…so interesting. Not.
Now, my entire summer had been dismissed the same way that the
Judge abruptly kicked Mom and I out of the airless room that she called
her chambers.
Gazing at the grey snow on the ground as we walk back to the car,
Mom and I carefully step down the icy stone steps of the old courthouse.
It’s dark now, at 4:30 p.m., and I wish upon the starless sky that the
last of the dirty snow would never melt. I hope the winter lasts forever and
spring or even my 17th birthday doesn’t come this year. While Mom
fumbles for the car keys, I watch as my breath forms puffy clouds in the
freezing air. Mom is so shaken that she’s still digging aimlessly I her purse,
so I text Kel.
Just one word.

“Tragedy,” I type.
Then I see something horrifying: A sign for summer camp sign ups at
the local YMCA. The cold hard facts slap me in the face: Spring is just
around the corner, which means summer is just a few months away.
Which will mean the end of my life.
As I know it.
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JUNE

CHAPTER 1

Famous Girl Detective Quote: "This is the first mystery I've solve," she
thought. "I wonder if I'll ever have another half so thrilling." -- Nancy Drew

This is hell.
Closing my eyes, I let the sun beat down on my face. It’s so bright
that even with my eyelids squeezed extra shut, there’s still little bouncing
spots of bright light. I breathe deeply.

Yep. Still alive.
It’s Tuesday in Green Valley, Nevada and I’m some 20 minutes away
from the Las Vegas Strip, but I might as well be hanging out in Anywhere
Suburbia, USA with rambling front “lawns,” small brick houses, nosy old
lady neighbors and absolutely nothing to do.
Doing nothing here in H-E-Double-Toothpicks means watching a baby
lizard crawl across the driveway and then into a little hole in the brown
rocks that make up our front yard because it’s too scorching hot for real
grass to grow in hell.
“Don’t go, little lizard. I have to talk to someone,” I tell her. Him. It.
Talking to reptiles? I wonder if they put this stuff on your permanent
record or put you into some sort of loony bin? Of course, I could easily end
up in that bin because it’s only 110 superhot degrees here with the sun
beating down directly on my fried brain that must be scrambled gook by
now.
I’m sitting on the hot sidewalk with my feet dangling into the painted
green gutter, thinking just one thing: This really sucks. Extra sucking
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points could be granted because I was obviously being held against my will
in a strange, foreign land talking to Jurassic Park-like bugs.
It is June 1, the first day of the first week I’m legally required to
spend time with my father in this faraway land, doing absolutely freakin’
nothing – except bonding.
Oh yeah.

That.
However, it’s hard to bond with someone who is not there – mentally,
physically, or in any other way. In other words, what else is new? He’s at
work, which is just a supersonic great twist of fate. You’d think the guy
could take off on his daughter’s first real day at camp Getting to Know You.
The only thing worse than being here with my Dad is being here
alone.
Somehow during the school year, the idea of having nothing to do
instead of mountains of homework always seems so wonderful. But that’s
when nothing to do revolves around doing nothing with my friends. Now
that I really have absolutely freakin’ nothing to do in this weird desert
wasteland, well, I’d even take math homework.
That really says it all.

Breathe.
In and out.
In and out.
My granola-eating mom is big on mediation. Big surprise. “Relax
your mind,” I hear her saying to me, while chomping raw almonds with a
deafening crunch, crunch, crunch.
Today, I’ll meditate. I’ll calm my mind.
It turns out my mind isn’t so good at calming down. It wanders back
to that weird day at the courthouse and that know-it-all Judge Goslee,
waving her hands as she talked as if she was conducting some sort of bossy
symphony.
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I see Judge Goslee sitting in that cold, damp courthouse like the
Crypt Keeper sentencing me to a summer of absolute doom.
I didn’t say a word to Mom on the ride home from the courthouse, or
much else to her the rest of the whole week. Kelly texted back in a
nanosecond, and gave it the universal . After that, I tried not to think
about the summer and pretended like a whole season could just be
cancelled the way the CW sends your favorite shows into the Television
Witness Protection Program. No notice. Just gone.
But as winter melted into spring, my heart sunk. For spring break,
Kelly and I fantasized about going to the Caribbean and hanging out in
hammocks under palm trees with guys who had actual shoulders and
pants that they pulled up to a reasonable body horizon. Of course, only the
kids at that exclusive private school near Princeton actually got those
glam trips with, sadly, parents around to make everything vaguely
educational.
Kelly and I were spring vacationing closer to home, as they say. Our
little town was our stay-cation spot and it was still body numbing cold, but
surprisingly sunny. During our week of relief from school, Kelly and I rode
our old Schwinns, mine maroon and hers bright blue, six blocks through
the leftover dirty beige slush to the CVS and bought sunless tanning lotion
and copies of the newest Vogue spring fashion editions. Then we hung out
at my house where I basically still wasn’t speaking to the other person who
dwelled on those premises a.k.a. my mother.
“Sugar-free, organic Tollhouse cookies?” Mom offered in her best
fake cheerful voice.
I shook my head. It’s amazing she didn’t call 911.
To check for a pulse.
* * ** *
And then there was Kelly. It seemed every five seconds she would
start a sentence “Hey, this summer we should …” and then stop herself.

Awkward.
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Soon, Kelly started making summer plans with someone else –
namely our two other best friends, Kate and Emily, who were best left in
the background and more friends with Kelly than me. Still, I had been part
of our little quartet since all of us had been picked for glee club in seventh
grade and we never looked back after winning regionals.
Through just about everything, the four of us had stuck together
somehow – even the bad stuff, like the time Emily’s heart was broken by
our favorite hottie movie star Tatum Ryan although she never actually met
him, but read he was dating some pop singer with thick, blonde bangs-- or
when Laura’s dad never came home and then moved in with his assistant
who was only 25. Back then, the worst thing that ever happened directly to
us was the time Kate broke her foot falling off the last stair of the bus while
daydreaming. We signed her cast and took turns watching movies with her
into the wee hours.
“Yeah, we’re battle-tested,” I’d joke, rolling my eyes every time my
besties complained about the snags in their sweaters or stressed over their
schedules crammed with soccer practice and modern dance lessons. I
didn’t want to tell them that it could get much worse.
Because it could.
Or that it was about to get much worse for me.
And it would.
*****
By late April, the lunchtime conversations invariably turned to “I
know what we should do this summer …” and they never included me
because I was being sent away. Sitting there, I was poking at my hummus
and cucumber on a whole grain pita (mom strikes again) while the other
little warm weather planners chatted away. As the last weeks of school
zoomed by, I could have cried as their plans became more detailed and
defined.
At first, they would smile at me with a look of pity in their eyes, but
soon they got tired at having to be so apologetic. Hey, it wasn’t their fault if
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I had a messed up family. And there wasn’t anything anyone could do
about the situation.
By the last week of school, my friends already had a carefully
planned, 12-week itinerary that included the requisite balance of pool-side
tanning time, rotating sleepovers and scheduled mandatory Friday night
openings of all the summer blockbuster movies with pit stops at Sal’s
Pizzeria after the final credits rolled.
We never missed a Friday premiere, especially the big action-flicks
because those things were totally filmed for guys. Why else would we be
going through so much trouble to be perfectly tanned if there wasn’t a
chance of being spotted by some cool, slightly older guy like an actual,
living, breathing senior or even a freshman at Princeton? We had enough
of our junior boy pool. They were just too geeky and squirmy, plus those
baggy, saggy, pants dangling off their butts – so New Jersey pale and

unattractive!
I didn’t even want to think about how much fun it would be over a
long summer in totally cute sundresses to prowl the multiplexes and have
your eyes lock with someone special over the fake butter dispenser. Maybe
even the cutest of cute boys ever, the one and only Jake Preiser, would
touch my hand as we both reached for that big red button to pour chemical
grease over our carbohydrates.
Instead, I spent those last days of school gouging at my sandwich
with my index finger and crushing my had-to-sneak-them potato chips,
while watching Jake saunter by our table and then stop. Wait. That wasn’t

his MO. Jake caught just a hint of gasping, girly planning talk and it caused
him to hit the brakes.
Then he spoke.
Jake Preiser never spoke.
It was a five-alarm moment.
“Hey there, whatcha doin’?’ he actually mumbled to my shoulder
because eye contact wasn’t his thing.
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I looked up in shock. Then I did a double take and looked to the right.

Shut up! Yes, he was officially talking to my freckled collarbone. Did I even
have a nice collarbone? Did Kelly have a better one?
“Umm, doing nothing. Just debating the relative merits of the bond
market,” I snapped back – instantly kicking myself under the table for
being snide when here was the perfect opportunity to be charming. This
was no time to admit that my Mom made me watch freaking CNBC.
Jake Preiser, Axe-soaked lacrosse star with the most perfect boy
hair in school, had the most adorable puzzled look on his face. “Yeah.
James Bond. Love him,” he stammered. “Sean Connery was the best Bond.”
Cough. End of talking.
A moment is still…a moment.
“And what are you doing?’ I blurted, trying to quickly recover or at
least utter words Jake could understand – the kind that are two syllables
or under. His winning combo was his smile/eye crinkle and not his
intellect. But then again, you can’t put cool black Ray-Bans on intellect.
“Hey Jake,” Kelly’s voice suddenly purred. My head snapped in her
direction, in pure shock that my BFF – who by mutual agreement never
spoke to him – was now moving her freshly glossed lips in the seductive
color of Dusky Pink. Obviously, this was trouble. Kelly’s lips looked like the
kind of oil slick that killed baby birds.
“We were just planning our summer. What do you think we should
do? Play tennis or pool hang at my parent’s country club. What would you
rather do?” Kelly purred like the spirit of a young supermodel suddenly
possessed her.

Oh great. Kelly totally decided to come out of her shell. Now. When I
was being shipped out.
From that day on, every lunch period involved Jake Preiser – and
then later his buddies – stopping by our table, sometimes even sitting for a
few minutes, talking about how all of them (minus me) were going to all get
together to hang by her country club pool, drive to the Jersey shore and
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then maybe play some miniature golf and, of course, catch a movie with
some exploding robot transforming and trying to take over the world. Jake
would be sharing his fake chemical butter and eye crinkles…with Kelly and
her Maybelline lip collection.
Which made me not like her so much.
Or at all.
Kelly faked that she loved metal robots that transformed. I knew for
a fact that she didn’t even like using the toaster oven in her own kitchen to
transform bread into crunchy bread. The more they talked, the further I
felt like I was falling into what’s known as the abyss. That was a big word in
a small package that Jake would never understand.
It means nothingness.
Just in case he’s reading this page.
*****
Fast forward to the crazy busy airport with some dork (me) plus one
holding-back-the-tears mother (the granola eater) who was constantly
patting my hand like her recently 17-year-old daughter was about to take a
stroll off the edge of the planet or go on the first teen mission to Mars,
which was ridiculous. I only got C’s in science. Space camp wasn’t exactly
an option.
“Honey, it’s only 12 weeks. All you need to do there is read, watch
TV and get to know your father a bit. It will be over before we even know
you were gone. Just don’t let him take you on any ride-alongs, which
means don’t go with him on police things where you could get shot dead,”
Mom rattled on, trying to convince herself as much as me that we both
weren’t walking the gangplank on this one.
“Don’t touch any of his firearms. I think he keeps them in the house,”
she added. “Remember, he’s a detective 24 hours of the day. I think he has
some vicious police dog in the house, too. I packed you a canister of pepper
spray and a chew toy.”
But I didn’t hear that part. Instead, I chose to rewind.
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“Know I was gone? Nobody is going to know I was gone, Mom,” I
snapped back, all the sudden wondering if Mom was actually looking
forward to my absence. You know…get rid of the kid, have a life, open a
bottle (or box) of wine and meet her own Jake Preiser.
“Honey, your friends will miss you – they will text you, they will
email you. You will see them on Facebook,” Mom assured me.
“Well I guess they don’t call it a social network for nothing,” I
retorted. “Are you trying to tell me a virtual social life is better than none
at all?”
“No, what I am trying to tell you is the next few weeks will go by
fast,” Mom countered.
“Fast as in the speed of light or fast as in I am starving to death –
socially starving to death.”
I was on a roll.
Clearly.
“Or how about this, faster than a speeding bullet. You know, Dad has
those guns in his house,” I replied as Mom face registered a 10 on the
worry scale. “What if one goes off accidentally and I get hit by a bullet?
Totally gutted at such a young age. What a shame.”
Mom winced.
“Or how about fast and furious – as in I am furious that you two are
still jerking me around. Or how does this one do? Hard and fast. As in hard
time in the Nevada desert.” I was on a tear or maybe that’s why it’s called a
terror.
“OK, honey that’s enough – time to get on the plane.” Mom moodshifted, instantly regaining the annoying cheery-tone in her voice. “Kiss.
Kiss. Text me when you land.”
Then I could feel my mom’s hands actually pushing me toward the
gate. Well, at least this was better than crying. I hated it when Mom got allemotional over me anyway. Okay, maybe she could have seemed a little sad
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instead of happily informing the flight attendant that I was flying “all by
myself today.”
Really, Mom. What was next? A shiny pair of gold wings?
Then I had a brilliant thought.
Maybe I could somehow get on the wrong plane, land in Hawaii, and
hide out for 12 weeks under a palm tree with a virgin Pina Collada in one
hand and my cell in the other. As the plane sped down the runway towards

Knee-vad-duh, I allowed myself to dream of going AWOL from both of my
annoying parents.
Judge Goslee’s face popped into my mind, as did images of the prison
movie The Shawshank Redemption and then my mental channel changed
to Annie.
Wait for it.
Yes, Annie is still on with Mom starring as evil Miss Hannigan.
I’m the teenage Annie living a hard knock life.
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